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ln a recent study of the aesthetics of Tolstoy, Rimvydas Silbaloris asserts
that an examination of the use of detail in Tolstoy is central to an under-
standing of his art, writing. "The secret of his power as a writer often
resides in his ability to use an artistic language in which each single semiotic
sign reveals itself upon observation as a microcosm of the whole text"
(Sitbaloris, 109). As Edward Wasiolek has pointed out, the significance of
detail increases in the later, shorter works.l This paper will formally ana-
lyze Tolstoy's use of light and dark imagery in one of his later stoies, The
Death of Ivan ll'ii.It will be shown that more or less conventional images
of light and dark serye a narrative function in the text, entering systemati-
cally into an extended, figurative motif which comes to reflect the text
considered as a whole,

Richard Gustafson has argued that ". . . parts of [Tolstoy's] fictions . . .
are not just the components or building blocks of the whole structure. The
delineated segments participate in the theme of the whole work" (Gustaf-
son, 206). Detail in Tolstoy's works is emblematic of the work as whole.
Similarly, referring specifically to The Death of Ivan II'it, Gary Jahn has
maintained that we must read ". . . the apparently straightforward narra-
tive metaphorically" (Jahn, "Interpretation," 60). The literal, often conven-
tional images of light and dark in the story take on specific meanings in
Tolstoy's text. The motif which unites images of light and dark comes to
stand as an emblem of lvan's journey to truth.2.

The use of light and dark imagery in the text is not random. Whereas
light imagery sigials necessarily neither truth nor untruth, dark imagery
initially tends to be marked for falsity and untruth.3 In other words, Tolstoy
uses light in two distinct senses: there is both true and false light in the
story Moreover, he uses dark imagery to reinforce the falseness of con-
cepts, scenes, and characters. fvan's journey to the truth, or the true light,
is iconically diagrammed in his shift in perspective on the value of these
light and dark images. He learns to perceive the superficiality of the false
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lights and the meaningless conventionality of the dark images, while, at t
same time, he is irreversibly drawn to the manifestations of true light in th
narrative. In this way, the light and dark motif functions as a subtext
embodying lvan's transformation from death to spiritual rebirth.

Manifestations of both true light and false light compete with each other
in the story. The trope introducing this dual status of light imagery com-
pares Ivan Il'ii to a fly drawn to a source of light: '. . . oH, KaK Myxa K
cBery, Trr{yJrcr K HardBbrrre flosraBJrenHbrM B cBere JnoMM" (69).a The
duality of light is directly stated. The versatility of the Russian syet allows
for an interpretation compatible either with the light at the end of the black
bag, which Tolstoy suggests is the true light, or with high society, which he
portrays as a false light.s Although his first instincts tell him to condemn the
behavior of high society, Ivan Il'id, the fly, is eventually distracted by this
svef, this sparkling source of light. The comparison of lvan to a fly drawn to
light is reinforced by an earlier reference to him as "le ph6nix de la famille"
(69), which captures both the aspect of flight and the aspect of ultimate
immolation or merging with light.

This key figure frames lvan's later struggle with his pain and his journey
toward self-discovery. His physical struggle is reflected in a mental strugglc
to differentiate two forms of light: true, inner light and false, superficial
displays of light. During Ivan's journey, the displays of false light act as
will-o'-the-wisps by distracting him and delaying his confrontation with the
truth, or the true light. The deceptive displays of false light fit largely into
three categories which correspond to the sectors of Ivan's life: his work as a
judge (and the work of the doctors who attend him in his illness), his
marriage, and his playing of whist.6 As we shall see below, superficial ligbt
imagery describes each part, and the power of that imagery fades in each
case with the progression of lvan's illness-false light gradually fades out
and yields to total darkness.T

Both Ivan as a judge and the procession of doctors who later try to
ascertain the cause of his illness are explicitly described in the same terms
in the text. After one doctor has examined Ivan, t}te text reads:
Bc€ ero 6Hro roqb-B-Toqb ro )Ke, .rro aeJriur rbrcrvy pa: cav lzlnau I4lutu nag nolcyplrrm6
rarrnr 6necreupna MaHepoM. Tar >re 6necrrrqe cqena:r csoe pe3bMe AoKTop . . . (84),

The repeated use of the modifier blestiashchii or blestisshche, here and
elsewhere, to describe both judge and doctor connects them unambigu-
ously with superficial, and therefore, false light imagery. The word can be
rendered in English as "sparkling, dazzling, or brilliant;" as a light image, it
is concerned only with the surface, or the external, and is therefore quite
superficial when compared with the connotation of the word svel ("inner
light")- Ivan is drawn to this superficial display of false light involved in the
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practice of law to the same degree that he is drawn to the sparkling pro-
nouncements of the doctors concerning his illness. Neither manifestation of
light leads, however, to truth. His work does not result in spiritual life and
the doctors' diagnoses invariably prove false.8

Ivan's behavior at work mirrors the way in which he must be viewed on a
larger scale. At one point, we learn that he observes in his work a certain
form ". . . rtpn roropori 6r'I lelo ronbKo BHeIITHHM o6pasou orpaxuulocb
na 6ynare" (72). Every matter is only represented externally on paper;
internal considerations, or spiritual life, are not reflected. Ivan's judicial
standards can be applied to his own life. For example, in his conduct, he is
merely an external shell of a human- His spiritual life, or inner light, lies
dormant. Given this, the use of the term connoting surface brilliance
(blestjaitij) to describe his manner is apt. Nor is it unexpected
when lvan's brother-inlaw comments to Praskovya Fedorovna: "Te6e ne
Bn[Ho-oH r"r€prnrni qeJIoBeK, rrocMorplr ero rna3a [: H]er caera" (89).
The whole image of a man only in form, lacking spirituality harks back to
Tolstoy's The Confession,in which the following is written: ".f, orpdrcr or
xc.I3HH Hatuero Kpyra, [pI,l3HaB, qro 3To He ecrb )KH3Hb, a ToJrbKo
uogo6ne xr.r3Hu."e It is similar to life only in its external form, and to that
extent it is described as blestja{try; there is, however, no spiritual content,
no inner light or cBer.lo

The false light of his judicial work is eventually undermined by the pain
of his illness. The pain in his side, personified in the text, distracts him in
court and the result is described in terms of fading light imagery:
" . . . o H a - . .  c M o r p e J l a  H a  H e r ' o ,  H .  .  o r o H b  r y x  B  r J l a 3 a x . . .  H
ToBapr{qn n nog.rnn€nHble c yAHBJTeH}IeM u oropqenlleM BI,I[eJru, rrro oH,
rarori 6nec-rxulnrl, ronxufi cyllbt . . AeJItuI ourn6xs" (94). Under these
conditions, his work can no longer represent a pleasure to him or a refuge
from other difficulties in his life. The pain, which forces Ivan to concen-
trate on an evaluation of his life, extinguishes this false light.

Ivan's marriage and family life are also described, although less com-
pletely, in terms of a false light. On the eve of their marriage, Praskov'ja
Fedorovna is ". . . caMiur [p[BJreKareJr],Hat, yMHarr, 6necrrqar AeByIIrKa
Toro Kpy)<ra" (72, my emphasii)-'Ivan marries her, not because he could
count on a "6oree 6lec-rrqyro naprr.rro" (72), but because high society
("svet") approves of the couple.ll The pleasantness of the union gives way
early on to discord and Ivan is forced to wall himself off ("orpagnrb ce6ff"
[74]) from his wife and children in much the same way that he will later
attempt to put up screens against the intrusion of the pain into his thoughts.

As with his work, eventually the progression of his illness and his continu-
ing devaluation of his own life destroy any pretense he has of loving
Praskov'ja Fedorovna. At one point during his illness, the text explicitly
speaks of this in terms of light imagery:
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llnaH Llmu.t cMorplrr na He€, pa3rurrlr,rBaer ed scro fi e ynp€r crarur
rryxJrocrb, r,t qustory ee pyK, rr]eu, nrrHerl ed soroc t,r 6recK ee norubrx
BCeMU cr{.[aMu lyIIIr.t HeHaB[Im ee (102).

e f r u 6 e
)KI{3HI,I TJIA3

Despite her superficially shining appearance (or even because of its utter
fraudulence), Ivan is no longer drawn to her. The consequences of the pain
allow him to see through yet another false light in his life.

Before his illness, Ivan views the game of whist (vint) in the following
terms: it was ". . pagocrb, Koropar, KaK cBerla, ropeJra lepeg BceME
ApyrrMH" (82). Whist is compared indirectly to a candle; however, as the
pain makes its presence more strongly known, Ivan's impression of plalng
whist dims. He is no longer capable of concentrating enough to complete a
grand slam with his partner. His difficulties weigh upon the other players
and the whole effect is described in terms of gloominess:
Bce upavnrr r,r MorrlaruBbt. I{san XJrruq yyBcrByer, qro oH nalycrr{Jr Ha Hqx gry Mpaqg(rcTb
r ne uoxer ed paccexrr (88).

He cannot diffuse or disperse the gloom because he has no light with which
to do it. The comparison of whist to an image of a candle, a third false light,
is no tronger a valid one. whist becomes another part of Ivan's life which is
symbolic of death and stagnation and, therefore, of form without content-

The connection between whist-playing and falseness in terms of light and
dark imagery is subtly reinforced by other means. Tolstoy makes use of the
verb vintit'in two senses in the text. In the opening chapter, the verb twice
refers to the playing of whist. For instance, on one occasion Schwarz sig-
nals to Petr Ivanovid to express the following: "[IIInapq], orreB]rlHo, xoreJr
croBopETbcr, r[e noBllHTnrb HbrHqe" (63). However, the sarne verb recuni
later in direct connection with an increase in Ivan Il'iI's pain: ..gTo-To
cAeJIauIOCb HOBOe: CTa.lIO BHHTT,ITb, I{ CTPeJrXrb, ,tr c[aBJIIBaTb AbDranne.
(111). A second meaning, that of "to tighten, to screw down,,, surfaces in
relation to the pain and the duality of meaning serves to associate whist
directly with the pain (i.e., spiritual death, a life wrongly lived). This
association is made even more expticit when the ominous working of the
second use of the verb in the meaning "to play vint" is pointed out: ..Ho,
BI{AHo, Il"tpy l{rauoruvy 6rrna ne cyAr6a BuHTrr?b HbrHqe BeqepoM- (64).
seen in terms of the two meanings of the verb, the sentence implies that
Petr lvanovii, like Ivan Il'ii, is equally fated to experience a tightening of
pain and that he, too, leads a false life. The direct link with the playing of
whist only serves to reinforce the similar connection established through
the use of light and dark imagery what is important in any case is that evin
whist loses its superficial status as a light in Ivan's life.

The pain which Ivan feels gradually worsens and, in causing the surface
displays of false light to dim, plunges his life into darkness. Given this fact,
it is significant that the pain, or the consistently italicized personification
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which has its origins in the painl2 ("oHa," "ee"), should be described in the
text explicitly in terms of light. For example, Ivan's attempts to screen off
the manifestation of the personified pronoun are described in the following
terms:

. . . LIeaH plnrllq lIcKaJI JrTeueHLI', Apyrl4x IIII{pM, I4 Apyrue ilI{pMbI tBJItJII'lcb Ir Ha KopOTKoe

BpeMrI KaK 6yAro cnacalr.r ero, Ho Torqac xe orltr6 He c?oJIL'Ko pa3pyuarrrcb, cKoJrbKo

npocBerII,IBaJIn, xar 6yUrO OHa npolzrKara veper nc€, I,I HIIqTO He Morrlo 3acIoHItTb eC (94).

Somewhat later it returns in a flash: ". . . 14 r.E.pyr oHa MenbKHyJIa r{epe3
rur{pMbr, oH yBuAaJI e€ . . . [o]rurz r"renrxrryJla" (95). The flashing or gleam-
ing which if performs and Ivan's attempts to put up screens, which if has the
intensity to shine through, all identify the personification as a manifestation
of true light.

It might also be pointed out that Ivan's fall, which is the presumed origin
of the pain in his side, occurs while he is engaged in hanging curtains- The
function of curtains, to block out light, ties in nicely with the intended
function of lvan's screens against the flashing personification.

In a sense, ordinary daylight itself comes to represent a false light for
Ivan. Jahn has suggested: ". . - the usual metaphorical values of 'day'

(bright, positive, optimistic, vital) should be understood as their opposites"
("Interpretation," 63). Daylight, representative of Ivan's moribund life
(work, marriage, societal duties), becomes emblematic of untruth.

With the progressive dimming of the displays of false light in his life, Ivan
finds himself in darkness. Life in blackness is ". . . a life void of its custom-
ary points of reference" (Gutsche, 77). There is a significant passage in
which Ivan tries to wish the pain away mentally and the sensation of the pain
alternates with the presence of a lit candle and the extinguishing of that
candle. In darkness, the pain returns: "OH noryulan cBerly u n€r na 6ox . - -
Cnenar KarrrKa I{c[paBJrtercfl . . Bnpyr oH rlorryBcrBoBuur 3HaKoMyIo . -
6onr" (91). With the return of the pain, he realizes that his illness is a matter
of life and death. He views the progression of his life in the following way:
"To cBer 6rur, a rerepb MpaK" (91). Frightened at the thought of death'
Ivan tries to relight the.candle, but cannot do so. At this point the text reads:
"Bcd parno-r'oBopnn oH ce6e, orKpbITr'IMI,I rJIa3aMu rns,[t B TeMHory-
Cueprr. [a, clreprr" (91). Although at this juncture Ivan has realized the
presence of darkness in his life, he fails to connect the darkness explicitly
with his life which has become his death-in-life.13 For the time being, he
remains without a source of tight toward which to fly.

If light imagery is ambiguous with respect to truth, dark imagery initially
tends to be associated with falseness and untruth. The use of the word "dark"
in expressions like "the Dark Ages" or "to be kept in the dark about some-
thing" confirms the word's association with ignorance and untruth; the Rus-
sian temnyj also has a secondary meaning of "ignorant."l4 Of all the dark
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images in the text, Ivan's own conceptualization of the black bag or
hole through which he must pass represents the culmination of the theme
darkness as negativity.ls The blackness of the bag comes to stand for the
totality of untruth which was Ivan's life;16 black becomes an overarching
symbol of spiritual death or death-in-life, and darkness becomes emblematic
of a life wrongly lived and of the absence of spiritual truth.

In this way, Tolstoy uses dark imagery to emphasize the farseness or
untruth of whole concepts, scenes, or characters. For instance, the insin-
cere conversation which Ivan's wife initiates with Fetr Ivanovid at the death
vigil takes place ". . . r ed o6ur[ofi] po3oBbrM KperoHoM roc.rm[ofi] c
nacuypnofi ramrori" (65). The effect of the "gloomy lamp" serves to re-
inforce the obvious falsity of the whole situation.

A more solid example of this concerns the character of Schwarz. Schwarz
himself is continually described in terms of his ptayfulness ("urpnBocrb
IlbapqafirpaeHri ngrrr[ Illnapqa" [63]). The effect of his playfurness is,
however, completely negated by his own name, meaning ,.black" in Ger,
man.r7 Thus, when Petr lvanovid, disturbed by the truthful thought that
death will come to him just as it did to Ivan, hurries out of the viewing
room, the text reads: "IIInapq x[:uI ero n npoxogHoli KoMHare . . . O[nH
B3HrrA Ha trrpHByro . . . surypy Illnapqa ocBe)KnJr fle:rpa HBaHoBsqa"
(64)- Translating both the Russian and German into English, the whole
fragment becomes: "Black(ness) awaited him in the vestibule" or..Black-
(ness) refreshed Petr lvanovid." The whole concept of refreshment is an-
nulled; Petr Ivanovid's denial of the universality of death is linked with an
atmosphere of darkness and, consequently, of untruth.ls

The falseness of other characters is also reinforced by their association
with dark images. For example, Ivan's daughter is seen by petr lvanovid
in the following terms: "[On] yrun;rJr 3rraKoMyro eMy KpacnByro 6a-
pbrrrrnro . . . OHa 6una acs n vdpnou . . . OHa r{MeJra upavnrrri . . .
Brq" (67-8)- Gustafson has noted: "Tolstoy uses detail mainly for its
symbolic purposes. Clothing becomes emblematic,' (Gustafson, 2Il). A
similar treatment of Liza's fianc6 appears much later in the text:
Bortrdr r @€nop flerponnv no Qpaxe . . . c gnunnofi xwrrgrofi uree*, o6no>xengot rrlrsrf,o
6enrru soporruqKoM, c orpounoft 6enofi rpyarro u o6rrorJmrr.m cxnbHbrMq JTx:KKaMrr B
y3Klrx qepsBDr lrrrauar( . . .r (104).

The impression of health conveyed by Fedor petrovid loses much of its
force in the presence of the dark imagery His strong thighs are encased in
"narrow black pants," a word choice which is closely associated with Ivan's
frightening image of the "narrow blaek bag" (105) through which he must
pass in his struggle with death. The frivolous nature of these two charac-
ters, who insist on preserving social graces in the face of death, is reflected
in the darkness of their descriptions.
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The description of lvan's newly decorated home can be viewed in compa-
rable terms. After casting doubt on the uniqueness of the decor, the text
lists some of the contents of the room in question: "- - . ruroQrr, u€pnoe
AepeBo, qBerbr, KoBpbI u 6poHsrt, r€unoe u 6lecrsqee" (79). The false-
ness of the decor, that is, of Ivan's painstaking efforts to decorate in a
sparkling manner, is embodied in the use of the dark images. The dark
images are used here in combination with the modifier "blestiashchee," an
explicit signal of a display of false light.2O

Moreover, it is not insignificant that Ivan identifies the immediate result
of his fall from the ladder while hanging curtains as "npocT o cr'rHrr" (80)-
The Russian word for bruise implies a dark discoloration and it is this
bruise which is presumably the source of his later pain and fatal illness.
That is, the pain and illness come about as a result of the falseness or the
spiritual darkness of his life. Given this, it is not surprising that later in the
text he looks into the mirror and we learn: ". . oH ' . . craJl rlepHee
Ho'rn" (89), the blackness once again illustrates the lack of a spiritual
element in his life.

As a result of the initially negative connotation of dark imagery, conven-
tional usages of black take on a new meaning in the text. Silbajoris re-
marks: "In Tolstoy, . . . ordinary things lose their inert familiarity and
become discoveries of some important truth about one's own inner nature
or condition" (Silbaloris ,251\- As a consequence of this, the preponder-
ance of black images at lvan's death vigil come to represent the falseness of
the event- Although the use of black in the description of a death vigil
seems only conventional, the images represent more than convention.2l
Blackness at the death vigil is, in fact, underscored by Tolstoy: "Ase [aubl B
vepuor,t crrvlwarwl ury6ru" (63), Liza ". . . 6r'rna ecx r vdpHou" (67),
Praskov'ja Fedorovna is ". - . Bct B vdpHou" (64). When PraskovJa
Fedorovna catches an article of clothing on the carved edge of a table
during her intimate conversation with Petr lvanovid, the text reads:
"- . . eAosa 3arle[rrJracb vipnrru KpyxeBoM rilpnofi MaHTUJII'IH aa pe:s6y
crora" (65, my emphasis). Given the occasion, the prevalence of black
clothing.ryiglt well have been assumed and yet Tolstoy, especially in the
Iast example, goes out of his way to introduce the images into the text. In
this way, the new meaning associated with dark imagery, that of falseness
and denial of the truth (and, ultimately, of spiritual death), is allowed to
come to the surface.

In his journey toward truth, Ivan ll'i6 is surrounded by images of untruth
(darkness) and led astray by displays of false light. Accepting the dark and
the false light images as natural and truthful stalls him on his journey. What
Ivan learns is how to distinguish the false from the true and this is reflected
in his perception of light and dark images. Gutsche remarks that Ivan
". . sheds old ways of looking at the world" (Gutsche, 82). Gustafson
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writes in reference to Anna Karenina: "A change in the way of seeing
world results in a change in the way of being in the world" (Gustafson]
143). The same is true in The Death of lvan ll'it-Meaning is reinterpreta-
tion, seeing things differently. Ivan's perception of the world and therefore
his relation to it change.u Day becomes night; life becomes death.

As a result of this shift in perspective on the world, darkness takes on
new meaning for lvan. As we saw above, darkness initially stands for all
that is false about lvan's life; he eventually comes to see the value of the
darkness as a guide to the true light, just as he learns the value of his
suffering ("npocro cnxrx"). Thus, there is a positive element to the black
bag: it is a necessary part of Ivan's journey to the light of truth. The
reversal in Ivan's powers of perception begins in chapters 7 and 8. As Jahn
has noted:

[D]uring the night (chapter 7) Ivan ll'id is conscious that he faces a question of life and death,
but during the following day (chapter 8) he is surrounded by the pretense that the question is
one merely of health and sickness- ("Interpretation," 63).

In this context, the doctor's question in chapter 8 " 'KaK Bbr [poBeJrrr
Horrb?' " (101) is especially to the point: the question is how Ivan lived his
life, or, in the author's opinion, his night, his death-in-life. Ivan reclaims
his life of darkness and false light by recognizing that he lived it wrongly.a

Having learned a new way of looking at the world, Ivan sees through the
false lights and moves toward the true light, his new points of reference.
The manifestations of true light toward which Ivan eventually does fly are
three in number: his servant Gerasim, his childhood, and the light at the
end of the black bag. The fact that Ivan does indeed fly toward these lights
is reinforced by the periodic reintroduction of the flying motif. For in-
stance, shortly before he reaches the light at the end of the black bag, Ivan
imagines his life as a falling rock: ". . - oror o6pas KaMHl, Jrerrr[ero BHtr3
c yBennqrBaronqeftcr 6ucrporofi" (109)- Similarly, he sees the whole pro-
cess of life in terms of flying and expressly states his participation in that
process: "X(n3Hb, pr[ yBerrrqr{Bzrroqr{xcr c-Tpa4aur{fi, JrerHT 6rrcrpee n
6rtcrpee K KoHrIy . .'fl. reyy' " (109). The distinction between false and
true directions of flight (or between false and true light) is made explicit
when he first discovers the light at the end of the black bag and sees it as his
"Hacrogrqee HalpaBJreHr{ e" (112).

Ivan's servant Gerasim is expressly and almost to the point of absurdity
portrayed in terms of light imagery. Qerasim has ". . . 6enue, cruroru-
Hbre . - . ly6u" (68)- He is ". . . vracruli, cne>lcu?, . . . uolo[ori . . .
[nJcerga Becerbrfi, rcHbrrl" (96). He never walks, but jumps like an ath-
lete: "oH npbrrHyJr, BcKo.rnr" (68). His eyes sparkle: "...lepacnrrr
6lecnyr rra3aMu" (96). He even tries to hold back the ". . . pa4ocrb
>Klr3nrr, currorrryx> Ha ero rr,rr1e" (96) in order not to offend his sick
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master. His light is not only externally generated, but reflects intemal
truth, "paAocrb xLI3HH." Gerasim is never associated with any dark im-
ages. As Gustafson has suggested, his character is close to being "baldly
emblematic" (270-11). As one of the main focal points of true light in the
story, Gerasim appeals to Ivan even in the grip of death, even as the
displays of false light, like Praskov'ja Fedorovna, lose their appeal-

It is- after all. Gerasim to whom Ivan turns for comfort in his illness. More
importantly, it is while looking at Gerasim's shining face that Ivan begins to
understand that his life was wrong. The text reads: ". ' ' rrtqrt Ha coHHoe'
go6poqyrunoe . . lnqo lepacuMa, eMy B[pyr [puruJlo B roJIoBy: ' . Bct
Mor )KH3HI . . . 6rrna 'He ro' " (110). The true light emanating from Ge-
rasim draws Ivan in its correct direction.

In the absence of the false light, Ivan is equally drawn to another source
of light, namely, his childhood. His childhood is depicted in the following
language: "OAHa roqKa cBerJlag raM, Ha3aAI{, B HarraJle )KIt3Hll, a rloroM
rcd vepnee u qepHee u nc€ 6rrcrpee u 6ucrpee" (109). Given this descrip
tion of childhood, it is not surprising to see Ivan regress as his illness
progresses. Childhood represents a time before the introduction of false
light of high society (sver) into his life. His reflections on life always termi-
nate with visions of his childhood, and his foremost desire is to be treated
as a child: "Er'ry xorelocb, vro6 ero npI4IIacKaIrw . - ' KaK JlacKaror lI
yreruaror gerefi" (98). The two manifestations of true light of Gerasim and
childhood merge to the extent that it is the servant alone who treats Ivan as
one would treat a sick child. For Ivan, then, childhood is a stage prior to
the introduction of the superficial displays of false light in his life- His
progression toward the spiritual rebirth of the light at the end of the black
bag can be viewed as a regression toward the only true light in his past-his
childhood and, ultimately, his birth.

As much as the darkness of the bag stands as an overarching metaphor
for the darkness of Ivan's non-spiritual existence, the light at the end of the
btack bag represents the quintessential true light toward which Ivan must
progress in search of meaning- A more concrete representation of the

. essence of this true light is the candle. In the realm of objects it is the
equivalent of inner light. Playing of whist is like a candle to Ivan, but it is
not a candle in any direct sense. It is a candle that Ivan tries to light upon
the realization of the darkness in his life, and it is a candle which Praskov'ja
Fedorovna brings to him shortly thereafter: "Ona rloAHtna, 3alKfJIa eMy
cBeqy r rocflelrlHo yr]Nra" (92). Moreover, during the nights passed by Ivan
with his legs on Gerasim's shoulders, the room is lit with candles which the
lackey extinguishes in the morning (99). The candle is the concrete reflec-
tion of the light at the end of the black bag; it is a fly's most obvious source
of l ight.

How does Ivan attain the light at thd end of the black bag? The final
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acceptance of the wrongness of his life is sparked by compassionate co
with another human, Ivan's own son. Knowledge of his humanity becomes
the means of attaining the light. The text reads:

;fi;ilffi :H;'::J",:Xr:T".:fiy;*,*H:JT;:".,H;r"Hffi "";
npIDKaJI r ry6au Ir 3ilrrJraKaJl. B ero cauoe rperuc I{saH Hrsfiq npoB:rJrr.ilrcr, yBu[z]Jr cBe!: . . .
(112).

The same type of contact with Gerasim soothed Ivan earlier and, presum-
ably, the same type of coritact was being offered by Praskov'ja Fedorovna
as she symbolically lit the candle to disperse the darkness surrounding
Ivan, a darkness he, by himself, was incapable of diffusing.

ln effect, Ivan discovers that compassion and pity for others brings him
to the light:
n B[pyr eMy cr:uro rcHo, qro ro, rrro roMluto ero l He BbD(oAIlJro, qro B[p1rr rc€ nrrxoqar
cpa3y . . . Xalro r.D(, HaAo cAeJrarb, vro6u nr"r ne 6oarno 6uno (113).

He sees others as special, just as he had once seen himself as special, too
special in fact to be subjected to the Caius syllogism which states that all
men are mortal.

With lvan's affainment of the true light, the tropological motif made up
largely of light and dark imagery reaches fulfillment. Ivan's relearned abil-
ity to distinguish false from true light has proven productive. The fly has
completed its journey in the correct direction and is immolated like the
mythical phoenix. High society is reduced from syef to blesk- External form
(blestjattij) is filled with spiritual content (svet'1, that is, the realization of a
life wrongly lived and the need for compassion. The pain no longer troubles
Ivan as its function to make him realize the darkness of his existence has
been served- Gerasim's view of death is taken to heart and from figurative
childhood Ivan progresses (regresses) to spiritual rebirth. The darkness of
the black bag explicitly becomes death-in-life and is replaced entirely with
inner light: " 'A cueprl? fAe osa?'. . . Buecro cMeprlr 6srr cnef' (113).
Ivan is able to say to himself before his mortal life ends: "'KoH.reHa
cMellrb, . - . [eJC ner 6onsrue' " (113).

For Tolstoy, to live according to social conventions is to live wrongly-
Ivan learns that *. . . any life generally regarded as good must be bad"
(Morson, 130). His relation to the world changes as he sees beyond or
through the conventional framework: "Recognition of what is really impor-
tant in life is impossible with conventional perspectives" (Gutsche, 82).
Ivan's journey illustrates Gustafon's statement: "A break with convention
leads toward the truth" (411).

The literal elements of the narrative must therefore, as Jahn has ar-
gued, be read metaphorically: objects, foreign phrases and even words
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themselves (Gutsche, 90) take on specific, non-conventional rneanings in
Tolstoy's text. The same is true of light and dark images. conventional
imagei of dark symbolize falseness and a life wrongly lived. Conventional
images of light are revealed to lvan as meaningless glimmers, surface
luminescence, mere btesk- The use of light and dark imagery in The Death
of lvan Il'it therefore exemplifies the essence of Tolstoy's art: the conven-
tional becomes unconventional; the ordinary becomes extraordinary;
everyday details, such as the pervasive use of light and dark images in
language, come to point beyond themselves within the special context of
the narrative.2a

In this way, the figurative motif made up of light and dark imagery serves
as an iconic embodiment of Ivan's journey toward the truth. In reference to
The Desth of lvan 1/'ii Edward Wasiolek has written, "Many of the nalTa-
tive details function almost as inductive instances of stated generalizations"
("Imperatives," 320). The motif of light and dark imagery inductively maps
out Ivan's gradual joumey from false conventionality to the truth, from
external displays to internal spiritual content. Other textual elements have
the same effect. The figurative theme of motion25 and the overall structure
of the storyb both diagram Ivan's progression from ignorance (darkness
and false lightlaimless activity/lengthy chapters) to truth (lighvdirected
motionlshort chapters). Conventional images of light and dark reveal them-
selves as metaphors reflecting the inherent meaning in the text as a whole.

Jahn has pointed out that many readers of the text ". . . question [Tol-
stoy's] success in portraying the protagonist's last-minute conversion and
regard it as inconsistent with other elements in the story" ("Interpreta-
tion," 76). He convincingly demonstrates that subtexts embedded in the
surface organization of the story largely set the stage for fvan's conversion-
The light and dark tropological motif is another subtext to be added to
Jahn's list which aesthetically prepares the way for lvan's transformation
from death into spiritual rebirth-27

NOTES

"The fictive world is hieroglyphic; sensuous detail so copious in the early works is now
sparse and translucent. The details point to things beyond themselves" ("Major Fiction,"
166).
This paper recognizes that light and darkness are primitive elements in human experience
and that use of light and dark imagery is pervasive in all styles of language from ordinary
communication to literature. The aim here, however, is to show the functional signifi-
cance or value of light and dark images within the text of The Death of lvan ll'id.This is
more or less independent of the use of the small tropes in other styles of language, in
works by other authors, and in other works by Tolstoy' In other instances, the value of
light and dark images would be expected to differ from the value of the same images as
they are used in the text under consideration here. The light and dark images in lhe
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Death of lvan //'ii which have treen cited in the body of this article represent the
majority of all such images in the text.

6

Other critics have noted the use of light and dark imagery. For example, Jahn writes that
in the story "[h]"pe is fairly consistently associated with hours of daylight, despair with
darkness" ("Ending," 232). To my knowledge, however, a systematic analysis of light and
dark in the text has yet to be undertaken.
L. N. Tolstoy, Cnepma Ileana H,nauya. All other direct references to the text are takefl
from this source and will be indicated in the body of the paper. Discussing the use of
metaphor and figurative motifs in Tolstgy, SlUa;oris rernarks, "The initial figure of
speech may be quite direct and simple, clear without any subtexts, but then it will go oo
producing widening circles of associations" (173). This process is exemplified here.
Gutsche and Jahn. have also pointed out the double meaning of the word syet here
(Gusche, 90; Jahn, "Interpretation," 42).
While in pre-1917 orthography these words differed in the spelling of the vowel, 'crer'
referring to *high society" and 'csfr" referring to "light," they were nevertheless
homophonous in the standard pronounciation of lblstoy's time.
Note that these three realms of false Iight are all essential in functioning in high society.
The false lights are extinguished as Ivan gradually desocializes himself under the influ-
ence of the pain. After all, for Tolstoy, "[s]ociety is a construct of artifices, and
enculturation consists of learoing to perceive these artifices as things natural to our
humanity" (Sibajoris, 150). Ivan regains an ability to perceive social sparkle as artificial.
When fvan falsely denies the seriousness of his illness, the feeling he experiences is
described as a display offalse light: ". . . ro Kiilrnr FalexqH 6necner" (100).
David Matual has even suggested tllal The Deah of lvan I/? is ". . . thematically and
stylisticafly a fictional recasting of The Confession" (124). Note that minor details may
also have a place in the recasting: the'npnropnrd a 6eeuag€:rerui rrcye" (173') and the
occasional "xasrs tragex[rr" (173) connected s'ith manifestations of lvan's pain call to
mind the honey in The Confession which the man trapped between two certain forms of
death licks away at in desperation.
Ivan liater thinks of his work as an instance of death-in-life: 'lI era u{nsar oryrx6a . . .
I'I qro ra;rrrue, ro ueprree" (106-7).
Note the appearance in both examples of the same modifier implying only surface
brilliance.
The introduction of this personification occurs in the following line: 'Ho Bgpyf B
cepeAnHe 6onr r 6ory [. . .] navnnana c6oe cocln\ee qeno- (94). The word Dof is the
clear antecedent of the italicized pronorrr rvoe. Others have interpreted the italicizations
as referring to "a life (poorly lived)" or "death," both life and death being grammatically
ferninine in Russian (see, for example, Comstock). Nonetheless, what seems more impor-
tant is not the direct referent of the italicized pronoun itself, but the pronoun's function in
the text. See the cited articles by Kathleen Parth€ fo.r.a delailed discussion of the represen-
.tation of death in Tolstoy with specific reference to the use of the pronoun-
The fading o{ the false light images forces Ivan to confront the truth of his illness. As the
false lights fade, he tries to stop thinking about death and finds that, ... . . ncE ro, rro
npexAe 3ac[ornJro, cKpstBiuro, yHrrqTo)KaJro co3H:l[ue cMepTrr, Tetrepb y)Ke ne Motno
npou3Bolurb sroFo AeicrBur" (93). Without screens or false hopes of recovery he is
foraed to confront the truth. As Gutsche has phrased it: "Failing in his flight from the
ultimate horror, Ivan must confront it" (77).
Consider the following sentences: Tau gapur ru*a, ?ro r€unoe uecro r ero xrure, ?ro
3areMHrrr cMbrcn Qpaasr (Wolkonsky, 356).
Note that this bag image is always (aad significantly) used in conjunction with the modi-
fier'black."
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Other critics have suggested different interpretations for the symboiism of the black bag.
For example, in Sorokin (503-4), the bag is likened to the intestinal tract. It has also been
compared to a womb .from which Ivan emerges to spiritual rebirth (see Gutsche, 82).
Boris Sorokin has already commented on the significance of Schwarz's name (488),
although not in the general context of the figurative motif under consideration here. Jahn
makes a similar reference to Schwarz as blackness ("Chapter One,'i 39; "Interpretation,'
35). For the double meanings of other foreign expressions in the text, see Salys.
The same process occurs later as Petr Ivanovid is once again falsely refreshed by the
playful presence ofSchwarz (Blackness): "[. . .] os noua6rcg MpaqxoMy Hacrpoenuro,
rrero He cJreAyer [eJrarl, KaK 3To orreB[IHo 6rrno no nrnqy [Inapqa" (67).
Note that Fedor Petrovid's "crursue nsxc<rr" are directly juxtaposed to Ivan ll'it's own
"6eccr.rirrsHe rsxxra" referred to earlier in the text (96).
Although it may be true that the style of decoration, as well as the style of dress, in Russia
at the time Tolstoy was writing The Death of lvan II'it encouraged precisely this use of
dark and light coloring, the existence ofsuch a standard oftaste is only incidental to the
interpretation of the literary text itself. That such was the cultural norm did not forae
Tolstoy to include specific details of dark and light in the text- The obviously tight
str[cturing of the text as a whole imputes artistic weight to even such minor details as
black and white shades in clothing and decoration.
Alternatively, it could be argued that the very conventionality of the images associates
them with the false and comrpt conventions of society which Tolstoy is always so quick to
condemn.
It is interesting that some doctors attribute his illness to a "cretrar rrurxa" (90). The
symbolic implication is that lvan himself is blind to the true nature of his illness and his
life. What Ivan discovers therefore is the ability to see the world as it really is.
For example, when he reviews his life mentally in chapter 9, his most treasured memories
seem false and trivial to him (see Jahn, "Interpretation," 67).
Light and dark imagery therefore also exemplify Tolstoy's technique ofocrpareRre or
defumiliarization. Conventional images of light and dark, which are hard to avoid even in
ordinary language, are made strange by their special function in the narrative as emblems
of Ivan's journey to truth.
See Salys.
See Jahn, "Ending."
The author is gratefirl for the suggestions of S.EEPs anonymous readers.
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